
THE STRUCTURED PAYOUT SYSTEM 
  
The Structured Payout program is not very well comprehended, yet it is 
pivotal in the process of how the Redemption funds will be paid to MD’s. 
  
Structured Payout Definition of Terms: 
  
Redemption Rate = the amount paid for each Zim Dollar. This process is 
better described as “cashing in your bonds.” You, as the bearer of the 
Bond, demand payment in cash value for the face value of the bond 
multiplied by the negotiated Rate. This is the redemption process. A 
“transaction” is required to activate any Digital Gold Certificate in the 
Quantum Financial System (QFS). This redemption process qualifies as a 
“transaction,” and activates the Digital Gold Certificates when put into our 
QFS accounts. 
  
Term = the number of years you will receive Structured Payout payments; 
10, 25, 50, 100 years, or however many years you want to be approved by 
your Counselor at the Redemption Appointment. 
  
Structured Payout = a system put in place to provide Humanitarians a 
consistent cash flow for their Humanitarian activities for the full Term they 
choose at the Redemption Appointment. The total amount of funds to be 
paid out over the term you choose is put into a QFS Structured Payout 
account in your name in the QFS. Your Structured Payout payments come 
out of that account. The Structured Payout process is administered by the 
Alliance. 
  
Primary Principal = the figure you get from the Redemption Rate times 
the number of Zim Dollars you redeem or cash in. THIS IS NOT THE 
AMOUNT DEPOSITED INTO YOUR QFS ACCOUNT. 
  
Secondary Principal = the amount deposited in your Structured Payout 
Account in the QFS at the Redemption Appointment. It is the total amount 
you will receive over the term of the Structured Payout period. Your 
Structured Payout payments come out of this account. This Structured 
Payout account is administered by the Structured Payout staff within the 
Alliance. You will not have access to this account. 



Percentage rate = this is not a traditional APR interest. It is better 
explained as the way to figure out the Structured Payout payment. 10% 
means 10% of the Primary Principal that is calculated at Redemption 
Appointment. This 10% of the Primary Principal figure is the amount you 
will receive annually for the Term of your Structured Payout period. 
  
First Structured Payout payment = will be given at the Appointment and 
put into a QFS account you establish at the Appointment.  

Because this is not an interest-bearing account where the payment must 
wait to be earned, there is no 90-day waiting period. This has been 
confirmed on 3-28-21 by the Alliance.  

This Interest concept was promulgated by people who believed the QFS 
paid interest on funds left in your account. There is no interest involved with 
the QFS. Period. THESE ARE THE ONLY FUNDS DEPOSITED INTO 
Y O U R M O T H E R L O D E A C C O U N T AT T H E R E D E M P T I O N 
APPOINTMENT. 

These funds are available for your immediate use without restrictions by 
outside forces. 
  
The total of the rate times your Zim notes is called the Primary Principal.  

The 10% of the Primary Principal determines the payment you will receive 
as the Structured Payout payment. 
  
This is your quarterly payment or your budget for the quarter. The 
percentage rate then determines the payout amount, and the "Term" 
determines how many years you will receive the Structured Payout 
payments. 
  
Know that the Primary Principal as stated is only a figure to help with the 
other necessary decisions. The Secondary Principal is the amount the 
Interviewer will put into your QFS Structured Payout Account at the 
Redemption Appointment. 

Your annual payments come out of this account.  



This constitutes your Humanitarian budget for the year. Again, the 
Structured Payout account is an administrator account that you will not 
have access to, but from which you will receive your payments. 
  
This is a lot of detailed information to give out in a casual description of 
what will take place at the redemption appointment, so they just let us have 
the information that we need to make our decisions and leave the rest up to 
the QFS to manage the results.  

You now have the insider’s details and can make sense of it all from a 
management point of view. This is what Sovereigns need to know so that 
they can plan and budget the funds for their Projects for the next 100 years.  
  
Now that the Med Beds Technologies have come into the equation, how 
many years are you going to request for your Structured Payout Term? You 
are the Sovereign Humanitarian; if you wish for a term longer than 100 
years, ask your Alliance Agent for the term you want to be involved. 
  
There is a lot more to the Redemption of funds than has been generally 
known. It is time to set aside the disinformation and the misinformation 
given out by gurus and the un-informed Intel providers and focus on the 
important points that the Alliance has set into place. Look for those whose 
source is the Alliance, not a bank, and under the Alliance's umbrella of 
protection, we and our funds will be safe and secure for at least 100 years. 
  
We have a great future ahead as we serve our fellow man. Be well, 
Humanitarians, we are getting close. 
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